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Multi-microgrids address the need for a resilient, sustainable, and cost-effective electricity supply by providing a

coordinated operation of individual networks. Due to local generation, dynamic network topologies, and islanding

capabilities of hosted microgrids or groups thereof, various new fault mitigation and optimization options emerge.

However, with the great flexibility, new challenges such as complex failure modes that need to be considered for a

resilient operation, appear. Multi-Microgrid scheduling refers to the procedure of jointly controlling the assets in a multi-

microgrid such that the potential of multi-microgrids can be leveraged.
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1. Introduction

Several decades ago, electrical networks called microgrids that can be both operated in a grid-connected and islanded

mode were established. Such networks are often constructed to meet advanced power quality and reliability requirements

which cannot be achieved by the main grid alone. Additional incentives include the economic interest in a tight integration

of Renewable Energy Sources (RES), lowered purchase costs, as well as an increased efficiency by local generation .

Since the introduction of microgrids, several topics ranging from low-level voltage and frequency control up to high-level

economic and reliable operation schedules of microgrid assets have been addressed .

A few years ago, the concept of multi-microgrids was introduced and has since attracted attention . In most cases,

multi-microgrids are defined as power systems, which incorporate multiple coordinated microgrids. Main driving forces in

implementing multi-microgrids include resilience enhancements by supplying microgrid-external loads in case of

contingencies as well as economic performance gains by sharing backup capacity and jointly optimizing normal operation.

Following the diverse incentives and requirements, various multi-microgrid network topologies and coordination schemes

 were presented. For instance, several microgrids can be connected via a common distribution system and a high-level

controller may coordinate a jointly islanded operation of multiple connected microgrids in case the upstream grid fails.

Furthermore, the distribution system may be split into multiple separate islands that are powered by connected microgrids

within the island to circumvent distribution system faults. However, sharing backup capacity, in particular, requires a grid

operation as one single or many parallel unconnected islands, which is not feasible in standard distribution systems.

An exemplary multi-microgrid is depicted in Figure 1. Each of the three individual microgrids consists of various assets,

such as controllable Distributed Energy Resources (DERs), energy storage units, volatile RES, and mixed-critical loads

that may or must be supplied in case of contingencies. A deployed scheduling algorithm needs to control the microgrid

assets before any contingency such that a resilient and cost-effective operation is achieved. A conventional scheduler,

although it may consider the inherent stochasticity of loads, RES, and main-grid failures, may not consider the weak line

L2-3. Even though the multi-microgrid can successfully tolerate main-grid outages, tripping L1-3 may cause an overload of

the weak line L2-3 in case the power exchange between MG3 and the other microgrids exceeds the line capacity. To

circumvent this situation, more generation needs to be scheduled at MG3, locally.
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Figure 1. Exemplary multi-microgrid.

2. Work Related to a Resilient and Economic Multi-Microgrid Operation

Substantial work has been contributed in related microgrid topics such as scheduling resources in microgrids, multi-

microgrid forming and analyzing failure scenarios in power grids. Additionally, several contributions target the complexity

of optimal asset scheduling in systems which face various sources of uncertainty (e.g., induced by volatile RES). At the

same time, the approaches ensure that the microgrids can withstand certain failures .

2.1. Failure Modes and Resilience Metrics

Despite the lack of a common definition of resilience in the context of power systems , some properties such as

the ability to withstand and to recover from disruptive events are regularly associated with the term [8]. For instance, 

that studies the definition of resilience in detail, defined the term with respect to an unexpected set of disturbances as “the

system’s ability to reduce the magnitude and duration of the disruption”. The related term robustness is declared as “the

ability of a system to cope with a given set of disturbances and maintain its functionality” . A resilient system is

associated with the ability of downgrading the performance while a robust one maintains the desired performance in the

presence of potentially disruptive events. A review of 12 resilience definitions is given in . The authors noted that in

addition to restoration aspects, several definitions also include the avoidance of degraded states that others associate

with robustness, only .

One attempt towards a common definition of power system resilience was made in  which relates resilience to various

other terms such as reliability and robustness. Reliability, i.e., the probability of a functional system, reflects the

performance under given conditions and over a long period of time, while resilience emphasizes the time-varying

conditions in a contained time frame. The authors concluded that new metrics are needed to reflect resilience and

presented a generalized framework to define such metrics. Similarly, a framework for resilience metrics is proposed in ,

which considers resilience as a function of time that reflects the recovery from a disruptive event. The framework was

applied to assess the resilience of a road network.

Special attention must be drawn to the definition of considered failure modes. To secure the operation of conventional

power systems, often the (N−1)

robustness criterion—which states that an operation strategy has to withstand the outage of any single system component

—is applied . Nevertheless, more detailed failure scenarios and other reliability indices may be used as well to secure

the operation of microgrids and multi-microgrids. For instance, fault tree analysis, a method which is commonly used in

risk assessment, was applied in  to identify critical components and to estimate the reliability of microgrids.

To assess the reliability of isolated microgrids without the need for a detailed stochastic characterization of volatile energy

sources,  uses easily available capacity factors to approximate various reliability metrics. Alternative assessment

strategies include Monte-Carlo-based methods, which sample a large number of scenarios to approximate the joint

distribution of all uncertainties . Although these methods primarily target robustness and reliability aspects, they may

also be incorporated into scheduling problems to improve the resilience of a particular schedule.

2.2. Resilience-Aware Microgrid Scheduling

A solution for the economic dispatch problem in single microgrids that ensures a stable islanded operation was presented

in . The authors considered the effects of the primary control strategy on the scheduling decision in detail, but only

static security margins were used to reflect forecasting errors. To guarantee that critical loads can be supplied in islanded
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mode, Ref.  presented a scheduling method that is based on robust optimization. One deterministic worst-case

scenario is found to define the resilient operation. An optimal normal operation schedule is revised in case it lacks

sufficient online capacity for switching to an islanded operation. Hussain et al.  studied scheduling in multi-microgrids

and proposed a robust optimization-based approach to incorporate inherent uncertainties. Although they also considered

the islanded operation schedule, no detailed physical network model and no grid-reconfiguration options are included.

Some work also directly deploys stochastic optimization. For instance, in , a two-stage stochastic optimization

approach that takes various network constraints and the required spinning reserve into account was presented. The

expected cost under the presence of stochastic phenomena was optimized by mapping the problem into a deterministic

linear optimization. Demand-response actions in a stochastic scheduling problem were studied in . The presented

approach also considers reserve requirements for compensating fluctuations.

2.3. Multi-Microgrid Forming

Conventional outage management systems are designed to automatically locate faults and restore healthy portions of a

distribution grid  but an islanded operation is rarely considered. The role of microgrids in enhancing resilience was

highlighted in , which describes the option that these microgrids provide surplus power to restore parts of the

distribution grid. A particular method to control the supply of external loads was presented in  considering that the time

loads can be expectedly supplied with available energy reserves.

A Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation of the grid partitioning problem, which forms each radial partition

by a single generator, is additionally given in . Supplied loads are maximized and switching operations are minimized in

 by partitioning healthy but islanded sections of distribution networks into self-sustainable microgrids. Although some of

the outlined approaches study both normal and emergency operation, the impact of grid-reconfiguration options on local

reserve requirements in normal operation mode is not considered. Nevertheless, presented fault mitigation and

reconfiguration options may be used to refine reserve estimation in asset scheduling problems.

2.4. Resilience-Aware Multi-Microgrid Scheduling

Some work specifically targeting resilience-aware scheduling in multi-microgrid environments is already available. To

reduce the high share of dispatchable DERs, the concept of provisional microgrids, i.e., less critical microgrids that rely on

other microgrids for islanding, was introduced . Notably, an uncertainty-constrained optimal scheduling model that also

includes islanding constraints is given. In particular, the concept and formulation of provisional microgrids may be used in

the planned work as well. A risk-based model of optimal energy exchange scheduling between networked microgrids is

given in . Multiple strategies to deal with inherent risks connected to the stochastic nature of load and generation are

presented and evaluated. The presented risk measure may be as well applied to manage risks in other multi-microgrid

setups that cover an extended range of failure scenarios.
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